
MEHMET AKSU
My interest in cinema started when I met YouTube at an early age. I started watching sketches and
creative videos. I got inspired by them so, I started shooting my own videos. I started learning about
acting in front of the camera and tons of behind the scenes skills. I was having a blast while I was
producing content, acting in front of the camera, and editing the clips I shot with different tools.

Then I realized what I was doing was just like shooting a movie. Naturally, my interest in cinema
started to increase and, I started researching and experimenting. I wrote several scripts, made a
short film by myself, portrayed Romeo in the Romeo & Juliet play at school, and my own character in
a low-budget movie. Which made me think: "I could do this for a living and, it would be tons of fun!"

They were good experiences but, I want to take my acting and my other skills to the next level. So I
started getting acting lessons from a few academies to create a foundation. And right now I'm really
interested in getting new roles. Netflix would obviously be a great step but, any actual role from
commercial to the cinema would be exciting for me.
Lastly, what I desire is to be a part of stories that are truly amazing in every way. I want to be a true
actor who's able to portray deep, complex, and colorful characters in great stories. Creating those
stories in every chance I could get would also be an awesome bonus!

High School Diploma
Özel Uğur Anadolu Lisesi, Turkey / Hatay

I've graduated from high school in 2019 Turkey. I've entered the
university exam and started my enrollment in Bahçeşehir
University in Istanbul.

Sep 2015 - Jun 2019

Architecture
Bahçeşehir University, Istanbul

I've got a 50% scholarship in Architecture. I've completed 1
semester but decided to freeze it in order to focus on my acting
education.

Sep 2019 - Present

Acting
Emre Kınay Acting Workshop

Sep 2019 - Mar 2020

Acting
Esin Alpogan Private Lesson

Feb 2020 - Mar 2020

Acting
Academy 35 & a Half

Jan 2020 - Jan 2021

Cem Yanılmaz
+90 536 561 2112

Emre Kınay Acting
Workshop

Personal
Name
Mehmet Aksu

Address
Beyoğlu 
İstanbul

Phone number
+90 536 945 5081

Email
mehmet@mehmetaksu.com

Date of birth
21-03-2000

Gender
Male

Nationality
Turkish

Marital status
Single

Driving licence
B

Website
mehmetaksu.com

Interests
Cinema
Netflix
Music
Sports
Foreign Languages
Photography
Social Media

Languages
    English

    Turkish

 

 Education and Qualifications

 Courses

 References

 Skills



Acting      

Video & Photo Editing      

Behind the scenes      

Writing      

Beat-Box      

Singing      

Guitar      

Piano      

Basketball      

Leading Role
Karınca Art Center ve Cast Agency, Turkey / Hatay

I've brought a character I've written to life in a low‑budget movie.
I've also helped on the scenes my character was on in terms of
writing

Jul 2019 - Aug 2019

 Work experience
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